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Heading out for the night shift
Andy Crow’s pest control duties are never done; but it isn’t always pigeon on the menu

There’s no doubt that Crowman’s number one 
shooting passion is the pursuit of 

woodpigeons. He loves it. But as a full-time farm 
manager, it makes up just a single facet of his 
pest control responsibilities. That focus shifts with 
the seasons and as the crops rotate, but for the 
majority of his excursions he uses a vehicle and 
waits until the sun heads for the horizon. 

And the vehicle has been something of a 
problem in recent times because his trusty and 
long-serving Polaris Ranger ATV had finally 
become a bit of a concern. “It had been a real 
stalwart but recently wouldn’t start and ceased to 
be reliable. Time on the farm is too precious to be 
walking back from the middle of nowhere 
because of a mechanical breakdown!”

So a replacement has been drafted in. “The 
salesman kept telling me I had to have a front 
screen, saying, ‘You’ll never use it without a 
windscreen, you’ll be too cold.’ I’m not sure he 
understands what I will be using it for!”

So no windscreen, but the first thing Andy did 
was take the vehicle to his friend and avid rifle 
shooter, Justin. Justin constructed a bespoke 
shooting frame that bolts to the existing 
superstructure of the Polaris. Andy has covered 
the rest with board and some pipe insulation to 
create a stable shooting rest. “For me the key 
aspect of the rest is the ability to have the back 
arm and elbow well supported, not just the 
fore-end. This gives the capability for taking 
confident longer shots.”

Andy is also trialling a new Tikka T3x in .243 
Winchester for foxing and deer control. The T3 
has long been a favourite in the UK market with its 
guaranteed MOA accuracy, affordability and 
range of models. The T3x upgrades include 
interchangeable pistol grips, tweaked stock 
design and a revised ejection port. But it still feels 
familiar and somehow just ‘right’. 

Andy has ram-raided the GMK product portfolio 
pretty hard, topping the T3 with a Steiner Ranger 

3-12x50 scope. It is an optic I have used 
extensively and been very impressed with the 
performance and quality at a price-point measured 
in the hundreds, not thousands, of pounds. 

Out front there is a Stalon moderator. This 
brand is little known here in the UK but is well 
regarded in Scandinavia and has performed 
strongly in comparison tests in the independent 
shooting press up there. 

“It looks a really nicely made unit and the noise 
control is very good. There are a lot more 
moderators to choose from these days at various 
price points, but this one isn’t bulky or heavy. 
Most importantly for me, it virtually eliminates 
muzzle flip so you can see your shot land and  
that is always an advantage, especially when 
shooting deer, and you can see the reaction of the 
animal and be ready for an insurance shot should 
you need it.”

We set the rifle up and tried both 75gr 
ballistic-tipped ammunition and 100gr soft points. 

Andy’s custom-made shooting  
frame provides a stable shooting rest
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Andy prefers the former for foxing, but the latter 
for deer. In the end we zero with the 100s, as 
Andy has been seeing plenty of fallow deer and 
wants to get a few more bucks on the deck before 
the close of the season. Both deliver sub-inch 
groups from the comfort of the rest. “Not bad for 
an out-of-the-box rifle and factory ammo!” 

The scope has a simple 4A reticle with 
illuminated centre dot – no mil dots or anything. 
So we have zeroed an inch high at 100 yards to 
give Andy the ability to aim dead on at up to 
around 200 yards when stalking.

“I use the buggy a lot. Especially for rabbit 
control. You can cover thousands of acres in a 
matter of hours. The balloon tyres and light weight 
means that it gets around really well and doesn’t 
leave deep tyre marks. A heavy vehicle, like a 
Land Rover, would make a right mess where the 
fields are lying wet, but the Polaris floats over the 
top a bit, meaning you can get out more often.”

With the rifle sighted in we decide to go and 
give it a bit of a field test. Andy plans to park up  
in an overgrown gateway close to where he 
knows the deer are active and use the vehicle as  

a temporary high seat. And once the light is  
gone, we will have a scan round with the lamp  
for Charlie. 

It is a long, cold wait in the buggy, and I can’t 
help but think that the salesman had a point about 
the windscreen as a northerly bites into the open 
cockpit. Andy is calmly patient. Fallow like to 
move late on this land. “It’s ideal country for them 
here – plenty of woodland and arable. This winter 
wheat is proving attractive to them at the 
moment… here we go!” 

A couple of young bucks have emerged from 
our left but are soon hidden in a crease of ground. 
But Andy knows where they are headed and 
settles onto the rest to await their reappearance. 
They aren’t rushing, the wind is in our favour and 
we are tucked back into cover. As the front animal 
pauses to look around, Andy squeezes the trigger. 

The buck kicks out, runs 20 yards and keels over. 
His mate actually runs towards us until he 
suddenly realises the gateway he was heading for 
is blocked. He stops to reconsider, and it is a fatal 
error of judgement. The T3’s muffled bark drops 
him in his tracks. 

It is almost fully dark by the time we have 
loaded the bucks, so we decide to take them 
back to the farm to gralloch them in a bit more 
‘comfort’. We have a spy round with the lamp as 
we return but no sign of any foxes tonight. Lots of 
rabbits, though, and Andy will be back with the 
Polaris and a rimfire the following night to begin 
making a dent in their numbers before the wheat 
crop grows any further and they are too difficult to 
spot. No rest for the wicked… but with his new 
buggy and new rifle, there won’t be much rest for 
the local vermin, either. n
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‘the t3 has long been a 
favourite in the uK 

market with its 
guaranteed MoA 

accuracy, affordability 
and range of models’

The Polaris buggy enables Andy to  
cover thousands of acres in a matter of hours 

The bespoke frame bolts to  
the superstructure of the Polaris 

The new T3x has a redesigned ejection port




